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MethodologyObjective
Construct a method to create a relevant,
available and self-contained core, using
sub-questions about:

Library usage count
Libraries only referenced by other
packages of the same developers
A usage threshold filter

Introduction

The Maven ecosystem is cluttered. 
We extract the pillars in the community such that:

Qualitative analysis can be performed on it, so developers
have quality guarantees about their dependencies.
Future researchers can reproduce and adapt this m ethod to
their use case, using the information in this paper.

Can we extract a relevant, available, and
self-contained core of the Maven ecosytem?
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Construct a core using a pipeline:
Maven-explorer: traverses Maven Central
indices & downloads packages
Maven Dependency Plugin: constructs a
list of dependencies for every package
Graph: Use the lists to create a graph
structure, and analyse it

Conclusion
Adapt the pipeline per use-case
A fully self-contained core is usually not
optimal
Most packages in the Maven ecosystem are
unused, adapt the usage threshold filter
accordingly

Results

85% of libraries are not used by anyone
except their own developers.

3.3% of the libraries account for two-thirds
of all dependencies.

Analysis

This paper explores the nuances involved in the creation of a core:
Dependency types?
Dependency transitivity? And with varying types?
Multiple versions of the same library?
What does it mean to be self-contained?

Library C version 2 does not pass the filter
Library B is now not self-contained anymore
And what about library A?
It depends on library C version 1, not 2

What usage threshold is optimal for a particular use-case?
Library A and B pass a usage threshold
filter. Library C version 1 does too, but
version 2 does not. How to tackle this?

How the data set size is reduced by a
usage threshold filter.

Extracting the pillars of the community, and their dependencies.


